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Abstract—Whereas the majority of works and research about context-awareness in ubiquitous computing provide context models that make use of context features in a particular application, one of the main challenges these last years has been to come out with prospective standardization of context models. As for Information Retrieval, the lack of consensual Context Models represents the biggest issue. In this paper, we investigate the importance of good context modelling to overcome some of the issues surrounding a search task. Thus, after identifying those issues and listing and categorizing the modelling requirements, the objective of our research is to find correlations between the appreciations of context quality criteria taking into account the user dimension. Likewise, the results of a previous survey about search habits have been used such that many socio-demographic categories were considered and the Kendall’s W evaluation performed together with the Friedman test provided very interesting results that encourage the feasibility of building large scale context models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, context-aware systems cover various domains such as smart homes and offices, meeting rooms, health and elderly assistance, and museum guides. In this paper, we investigate the significance of the inclusion of a context dimension in the overall process of an Information Retrieval (IR) task. Nevertheless, the remarks and results obtained can apply to other domains where the use of context is becoming crucial, yet possible given the technological advance.

Context refers to the circumstances in which an event (an IR computing task in our case) takes place [1]. In fact, context is multi-layered; it extends beyond users or systems. It is not self-revealing, nor is it self-evident, but searchers do integrate context which they understand intuitively in IR theory and practice [2]. In other words, context includes all the intrinsic and extrinsic factors, which are related to a given search task and whose the direct or indirect inclusion in the IR process leads to enhance, whether implicitly or explicitly its effectiveness to convey the right information to the searcher [3].

According to Lombardi (2014), seeing the difficulties in most context-aware applications, observations have been made about the nature of context information in pervasive computing systems. Thus, context characteristics are [4]:

- Context must be abstracted to make sense,
- The sensors of which context may be acquired from can be distributed and heterogeneous,
- Context has many alternative representations,
- Context is dynamic, which means that time and place can change the acquired context,
- Context information is imperfect and uncertain.

Different user devices need semantically rich descriptive context models to provide shared understanding and handle environments changes. Therefore, a context-aware system should automatically recognize the situation using various sensors. For example, if a user is typing a query and having the following GPS coordinates 22.7850°N, 5.5228°E, in April at 10AM, then he or she is probably assisting to the traditional Spring celebration ‘Tasfit’ in the oasis city of Tamanrasset, Algeria [3]. We talk about transforming numeric and discrete data into logical comprehensive ones. Semantic representation of the user’s context is the core of most nowadays Contextual Information Retrieval (CIR) works. The model must fit the search task and responds to the very various and dynamic user’s needs of information [5]. Likewise, a categorization of context types helps application designers uncover the pieces of context that will most likely be useful in their applications [6]. Indeed, according to Mecheick (2015), in order to model the context of an application, first of all, one has to look for different elements that affect the application. So, before processing context, we must have that kind of information [7].

Context modelling techniques provide a crucial support to the delivery of the right information at the right moment. Moreover, it allows adaption, personalization, and also anticipation of the results to be returned by the
Information Retrieval System (IRS) [8]. Effectively, context modelling is a step towards decoupling context management tasks from their application. This process involves several open research issues. To this aim, while modelling and designing the context, we should - regardless of the model - take into account some requirements.

In this paper, we began by presenting a synthetic overview of the notion of context and its significance in the IR process as well as the motivations and the issues surrounding IR activities in section 2. Then in section 3, we highlight the modelling requirements, to the purpose of finding correlations with the issues overviewed in the previous section. Section 4 aims to evaluate the importance of various context criteria and factors and their correlations. Thus, we performed a Friedman test evaluation together with a Kendall’s W normalization upon a data sample from a previous survey about the search habits of 434 anonymous internet users [3]. The obtained results support the overall idea that, given the technological advance, a standard contextual model is today conceivable. Finally, section 5 conclude the paper and gives some outlooks.

II. CONTEXT SIGNIFICANCE IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Throughout years and with the advance of technology, search task became more flexible, allowing a wider range of choices between different sources of information, devices, and search categories. Moreover, the perspective of an eventual collaboration became possible, regardless of the location of the different searchers.

Motivations behind the ascent of context in IR can be grouped as follows [3; 9 – 12]:

- **User (searcher) aspects**: people need help around their activities. Thus, context may be used in: personalizing and customizing services and information to the user, executing automatically some services for a user, tagging some Information to support latter retrieval, and enhancing the efficiency of IR;

- **Environmental aspects**: The search can either be self-initiated or external. In addition, the user’s goal may not be specific enough and can be changed several times during the search process. Thus, fuzziness and variability lead to a need of adaption especially in terms of interaction between the user and the systems which are not well defined factors;

- **Technology**: The large amount of data leads to the rise of new applications: user’s preferences learning, context computing, and social-networking services. Likewise, high technology improvements have occurred: tactile, 3G (4G, 5G...) connections, GPS... Especially, the generalization of the use of mobile phones, and the emergence of ultra-books, tablets, and smartphones... which open up a new world whether user can interact with more people in a greater number of locations.

A. Issues in Information Retrieval

Besides the great benefit from the use of context, this latter can have many counterparts. More precisely, it is not the inclusion itself which generates problems, but the bad exploitation of the contextual features in the global IRS whether before, during, or after search. Here after, we synthesize the features of Information Retrieval tasks and the issues they might cause.

- **Proactivity**: Nowadays, technology allows us to be simultaneously active in a multiplicity of spaces. For example: reading a book or watching a movie, while receiving an SMS or sending it [13]. This would lead to disruption and distraction. We talk about the problem of activity spaces’ mixing (i.e. several directions at once), which is hardly manageable. In fact, the goal of the user may not be specific enough and due to those distractions, it can be changed several times during a search session [10]. Moreover, the locality where the search of information is focused may continuously change due to the portability of mobile devices. Thus, users’ interests may also change as their location changes [14].

- **Empowerment**: Different search results are relevant to different persons; a first solution was to empower the searcher [15]. Thus, users were involved to express constraints or preferences in an intuitive manner resulting in the desired information to be returned among the first results [14]. Consequently, they became overwhelmed. Indeed, in old practices, the users were the masters of applications’ reactions. They interacted with mouse, keyboard… etc. Nowadays, users have a higher degree of dynamicity (smoother experience), but paradoxically they lose control as the flexibility increases. According to Kapor (1993), users have no idea about when, what, why, and from whom they get the information and to whom they send it [16]. In fact, the Internet allowed them to have decentralized and distributed control instead [17]. As an outcome, privacy theft dangers occurred in this new era of IR, where everyone is over-connected.

- **New individuality configurations**: Sometimes virtual partners become more important than the physical persons beside us [13]. Indeed, first, there were friends and family cycles… now the sphere is being globalized; especially because of social media that offers the possibility to interact publicly. New excitement about self-expressing and self-publishing occurred [17] (e.g. social networks, blogs, forums…). Public has become more active and more participative in new media and the power of media shifted to the power of people. Since Internet cultivates new configurations of individuality [17], internet users are turning to world citizen with a meaningful role.
to play. Then, security issues might result if those roles stay unmanageable.

In fact, the results we obtained in a previous survey Mezzi & Benblidia (2015) show that the limit between ‘Personal preferences’ and ‘Social network preferences’ is shrinking. That is to say people do take into account the view of their (physical and virtual) social network proportionally to their own Personal preferences. They are indeed influenced by their friends, collaborators, as well as by their social network. This is why the opinion of these latter is as important as their own; yet most people do prefer performing their research alone, which is paradoxical.

- **Query mismatch problems:** Our previous study Mezzi & Benblidia (2015) shows, analogically to the study of Broder (2002), that people do perform informational (thematic) search more than navigational one (fuzzy, unknown, or poorly defined needs) [18]. Effectively, the demands of everyday life like establishing contacts, shopping, traveling, entertainment, and news consumption are generally well covered in the Internet. But when it comes to thematic queries, the user will feel like navigating without compass [13]. Moreover, mobile users utilize limited number of keywords per query, which causes query mismatch problems [19]. Undeniably, the fewer keywords, the harder it is for the IRS to please their need of information. Contrariwise, our survey’s results resemble barely to the study conducted by Kamvar and Baluja (2006). Indeed, the two sample results (i.e. Smartphone and non-smartphone users) were nearly similar and this is due to the technological advances that made smartphones as powerful as some laptops nowadays.

- **Low quality of context information:** Context is nowadays used whether implicitly or explicitly in most search engines. Thus, IR can also have issues with genuineness. In fact, low quality context information can be a consequence of sensors’ technical limitations and context reasoning algorithms or privacy policies of the entities which benefit from the contextual information [21].

Besides, context data are imperfect: Incorrect; if they fail to reflect the true state of the world they model, Inconsistent; if they contain contradictory information, and Incomplete; if some aspects of the context are unknown. As a result, decisions are based on erroneous context data, which can generate genuineness issues. This may increase the cost of reasoning since the context is uncertain or does not represent accurately the reality. Thus, quality of context models has been proposed to quantify this inaccuracy [21].

**B. Discussion**

The context is dynamic and moving. This is why a focus on context management aspects is required so that context can be handled in real time. Besides, although context aware devices and applications offer more customized services and provide a richer experience, there are no known standard models that fit a large scale of devices, neither theoretical basis, nor rigorous definition of its usability and usefulness [22–24]. In short, there is a lack of consensual models.

*Figure 1* recapitulates the afore-mentioned issues found in IR and their correlations. For instance, we think that the proactivity of the user can cause her lack of control or the fact that the user may have a distributed or decentralized control, which will generate in a higher level some privacy issues. In addition, security issues and flexibility evolve disproportionately. Thus, an empowered user is an overwhelmed user who may have some interaction issues. Furthermore, the distraction of the user may substantiate the fuzziness of her queries and by transition, the effectiveness of the obtained results. Besides, new individuality configuration and the low quality of context information can lead to security, trustworthiness, and genuineness issues.

**III. RELATED WORK**

Pasi (2010) remarked that, in recent years, a great deal of research has addressed the problem of personalizing search, to the aim of taking into consideration the user context in the process of assessing relevance to user’s queries [25]. Context-awareness is one of the drivers of the ubiquitous computing paradigm, whereas a well-designed model is a key accessor to the context in any context-aware system [26]; independently from the field of application, yet firmly dependent on the application itself. In fact, a variety of context models have been proposed to properly handle the key aspects of the context, while focusing on scenario-based acquisition, management, and representation of context [28]. Whereas the majority of works and research in this field provide context models that make use of context features in a particular application, the challenge of the community these last years has been to come out with a prospective standardization of context models.

Besides, according to Go & Sohn (2005), the meaning of modeling context is to make context interpretation knowledge [27]. Indeed, according to Mcheick (2015), in order to model the context of an application, first of all, one has to look for the different elements that affect the application [7]. So, before processing context, we must have that kind of information. This point will be tackled in the 4th section.

Furthermore, to address the issues surrounding the IR task, there is a need for context models that foster context reuse and support the ease of retrieving the right kind of information by providing appropriate abstractions of contextual information [29].

Actually, according to Strang & Linnhoff-Popien (2004), the typical approach considers a number of special requirements and conditions. So, in this section, we tackle those requirements and see if correlations can
be found regarding the aforementioned IR issues, but before, we began by defining the notion of context modeling.

Fig. 1. Issues surrounding Information Retrieval and their correlations.
A. Context Modelling

According to Mcheick (2015), context-awareness is no longer limited to desktop, web, or mobile applications. In other terms, context management has become an essential functionality in software systems [7]. A data life cycle shows how data moves from phase to phase in software systems like applications or middleware, i.e. it explains where data are generated and where they are consumed. An appropriate context lifecycle consists of four phases, namely: Context Acquisition, context Modeling, Context Reasoning and Context Dissemination. In the remainder of this sub-section, we will focus more on the Modelling phase. For more detailed information, reader may refer to the papers [4 and 33] where a good definition about context architectures is given; tackling the sensed sources, context-acquisition, preprocessing, storage management, distribution, representation, then fusion and reasoning.

Content is usually delivered together with contextual information to users as well as the context does surround the request for information initiated by this same user. Content is the main information whereas, context is used to improve the quality of service and user’s experience [22]. In this regard, Abowd et al. (2001) state that, context modeling techniques are cornerstones in the delivery of the right information at the right moment; providing a crucial support to enable effective reasoning, adaption, personalization, and also anticipation of the results [30].

A context model formally describes and expresses informative knowledge about the relevant aspects of the real world that are used for an application [31- 32]. It abstracts from the technical details of context sensing and allows coupling the real world to the technical view of context adaptive applications. Therefore, context models play an important role for building applications that can react on real world events and one of the challenges associated to this research is to construct a model that can be used for different context-aware systems [31]. Thus, according to Ryu et al. (2010), in order to fully benefit from the context, we have to follow a process (Figure 2) [11].

- Energy can be considered as context in the research area of smart energy,
- Occupancy, weather, time and location play an important role in smart heating,
- Physical activity recognition which is important in context recognition can for example be achieved through smart glasses.

Research in context modeling is not new. Likewise, in recent years, six leading context models have been introduced; namely: Key-value models, Markup Scheme models, Graphical models, Object Oriented models, Logic based models, and Ontology based models. In addition, a possible hybridization can be considered in certain cases. The detailed study of those models is out of the scope of this paper, however, valuable information can be found in [26, 33, 35]. Moreover, in [32 and 40] an interesting overview of context representation types and the different usages of context models during the operation of a context-aware application is given.

B. Modelling Requirement

According to (Bhargava, Krishnamoorthy, & Agrawala 2012), an ideal context model is one which serves efficiently in any domain and will be abstract enough to manage all the dimensions of context such as location, time, and user profile [34]. It will be versatile enough to have a rich set of representation features such as flexibility, context granularity and constraints. It will also be advanced enough to incorporate a variety of context usage functionalities. Thus, a context-aware system, that incorporates the most useful of these features and characteristics aforementioned, will focus on the context problem as a whole, and will be abstract and generic enough to be applicable in any domain or environment.

Context modeling is a step towards decoupling context management tasks from their application. This process involves several open research issues. Likewise, while modeling and designing the context, we should - regardless of the model - take into account some requirements. A review of some related work in the literature [8, 25-26, 33-39] reveals over 50 different requirements. Table 1 summarizes these requirements; grouped in a categorization adapted from [34, 38- 40].

According to Bolchini et al. (2007), defining the requirements covers the focus of the model, its representation and the way context data are used [38]; the result is a rich set of features, emphasizing that context modeling is a complex problem. Depending on the specific purpose it is designed for, each model may include several of the listed features.

Moreover, Bettini et al. (2010) noticed that the new approaches of context modelling and reasoning address many of the requirements found in the literature; however, none of them fulfills all the requirements for a generic context information modelling and reasoning approach [35].

In addition, as long as the integration of a contextual dimension and the concept of context awareness remains independent from the business side of the application, we
can find correlations with other fields related to IR (like Cloud computing, Big-data, etc.).
Furthermore, we have remarked that all the aforementioned requirements are related to the issues we previously outlined. Therefore, it is of most importance to analyze deeply those requirements in order to find the most suitable way to overcome the issues.

Table 1. Context models’ requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information capture</td>
<td>Context information has to be used as explicit query to the community information system. A context should basically be recognized automatically; however, the system should allow users to explicitly provide context information at the same time.</td>
<td>1. Context detection, 2. Context Inference, 3. Context construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explicit representation concerns previous knowledge about the environment. Thus, the system has to consider all partially matching contexts and merge them into a coherent presentation of the information. Moreover, it may be important that additional services and requirements can be integrated in the model at run-time. Moreover, people who are not the initial designers carry out the final design and the maintenance of context-aware systems, usually. Thus, the adaption to specific domains should be easy and concise.</td>
<td>4. Representation Standards, 5. Uniform Context Representation, 6. Context dimensions, 7. Structuration of the information space (flat, tree, graph), 8. Relationships and dependencies, 9. Compatibility and usability of modelling formalisms, 10. Context Fusion, 11. Evolutionary development and flexibility, 12. Balance simplicity and ease of use, 13. Genericity (domain independent), 14. Reusability and extensibility, 15. Consistency – no contradictions, 16. Readability and understandability (intuitive relations and terms), 17. Richness and detail, 18. Distribution of the model, 19. Usability and Feasibility of context exploitation in the final application, 20. Interoperability: It should enable syntactic and semantic interoperability between different applications and services, 21. Completeness, redundancy: it should cover the whole domain, but do not redefine explicit/implicit knowledge necessarily, 22. Variable context granularity: the ability of the model to represent the characteristics of the context at different levels of detail, 23. Valid context constraints: the possibility to reduce the number of admissible contexts by imposing semantic constraints that the contexts must satisfy for a given target application, 24. Multi-Context Modeling: the possibility to represent in a single instance of the model all the possible contexts of the target application, as opposite to a model where each instance represents a context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation features</td>
<td>A context model should have the ability of inferring good/ bad behaviors that have to be adapted/ avoided based on background knowledge of the current state. Likewise, in case the system perceives ambiguous, incoherent or incomplete context information, it should be able to interpolate and mediate somehow the context information and construct a reasonable current context. Furthermore, both physical world and our measurements of it are prone to uncertainty. Hence, one of the key requirements of context-awareness is capturing and making sense of imprecise, and sometimes conflicting data, while, being aware about the limits to user’s trust and not to cross them;</td>
<td>25. Richness and quality of information, 26. Heterogeneity and mobility, 27. Applicability, 28. Comparability, 29. Activity Recognition, 30. Goal Recognition, 31. Expressiveness and Reasoning, 32. The selection of appropriate level of automation, 33. Contextual ambiguity and incompleteness management, 34. Avoidance of unnecessary interruptions as well as information overflow, 35. Partial Validation: Context information and contextual interrelationships are complex. Development of validation mechanisms is particularly desirable, 36. Inference: Most of context information is not directly acquired; the gathered information (low-level context) may be processed to obtain high-level context information by composition, abstraction or inference techniques, 37. Satisfiability (constraint modeling): restrictions and constraints on acceptable values,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Discussion

Najar et al. (2009) remarked that the observed context elements (i.e. relevant information) as well as their use differ from a system to another [40], and consequently from a model to another, and it is often difficult to evaluate them.

In fact, there are various issues and open research challenges that need to be addressed. In this section, some of the challenges have been highlighted for the purpose of achieving the correct implementation of context-aware systems and we observed that the cited challenges do not only match the requirements and issues of context modeling, but also those of the information retrieval task.

As the authors Khattak et al. (2014), we agree that before proceeding to the reasoning phase, context aware components and their related information have to be fused and merged [33], but how? In which extent? And on what basis? In the remaining of this paper, we will try to solve these questions; focusin on the context modeling requirements.

IV. EVALUATION

According to Pasi (2010), evaluation is a quite important issue that deserves special attention, and which still needs important efforts to be applied to context-based IR applications [25]. To evaluate a model means to assess its quality properties, such as accuracy... Effectively, the quality criteria of a context model are [34-44]:

- **Accuracy**: how exactly the provided context data mirrors the reality;
- **Precision**: how detailed a measurement is stated;
- **Probability of correctness**: probability that a piece of context data is correct;
- **Trust-worthiness**: how likely it is that the provided data is correct;
- **Resolution**: granularity of information;
- **Up-to-dateness/freshness**: age of context information.

A. Sample Data

The aforementioned criteria of good context models motivated us to make a study (Mezzi & Benblidia 2015) upon 16 valuable works in the area of CIR in order to come out with a categorization of context components, then to conduct a survey with 434 anonymous users to validate our findings. Indeed, we note that context information is input when delivering a service. This information can be segregated into categories. A categorization of context types helps application designers uncover the pieces of context that will most likely be useful in their applications.

Likewise, the survey motivated the respondents for information surrounding seven context dimensions found in the literature namely: search task, user, queries, device, time, location, environment, documents. Within this context, the six questions mentioned bellow, were formulated in the simplest possible form:

1. While searching the internet, what do you use (source of information)?
   Famous search engines, Social Networks, Forums, Mobile apps, Other (specify)…

2. While searching the internet, what do you use (device)?
   Desktop, Laptop, Tablet, Smartphone, Mobile phone.

3. What are your favourite search categories?
   Local services, Technology, Travels, Entertainment, Society & communication, Sport, Health & food, Games & hobbies, News & events, Science, Industry, Other (specify)…

4. How many keywords do you usually use?
   1 – 3, 4 – 6, 6+.

5. What are the most influent factors in a search activity?
   Accuracy, Location, Time, Personal preferences, Social network preferences, Results & content
personalization, Other (specify)…

6. How do you prefer performing a search activity?  
   Alone, Over social networks, With real friends or relatives, Other (specify)…

Furthermore, users were invited to provide background information about their gender, age, activity, and whether they own a Smartphone or not. These information allowed us to deepen the analysis. Hereafter, we will focus on the fifth question since the answers may be considered as being quality criteria in CIR. Indeed, we believe that defining the quality criteria of a context model, may help to merge the different context items (i.e. elements) wisely; by developing a formula of prioritization of those elements in order to increase the degree of precision and reach the desired grade of relevance.

In fact, we found that the most important context factors that prompt information retrieval are; beginning by the most important: accuracy, freshness (time), location, personal preferences, social-network preferences, but also trustworthiness of the context’ sources, results ranking, presentation of the information, and display speed according to respondents’ suggestions. Besides, it is important to note that depending on the current situation and goals, only a few of a very large number of context items may be relevant. This defines the relevant context. Thus, the relevant context is a subset of the overall context, and is likely to change as the situation changes and even as additional information becomes available [34].

In this section, we put forward, the correlation between the different demographic categories outlined in the survey regarding “Accuracy” and “Time” as well as other context criteria. To reach this goal, we opted for a Friedman test evaluation together with Kendall’s W (Kendall’s coefficient of concordance) which is a normalization of the Friedman statistic.

B. Case Study

Developed by the U.S. economist Milton Friedman, the Friedman test is a non-parametric alternative to ANOVA with repeated measures that can be performed on ordinal (ranked) data. In other words, the Friedman test is used for one-way repeated measures analysis of variance by ranks. No normality assumption is required. This is used to detect differences in treatments across multiple test attempts. The procedure involves ranking each row (or block) together, then considering the values of ranks by columns. For more details, see Corder and Foreman’s paper [45].

Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) is a measure of the agreement among several K judges (or subjects) who are assessing a given set of N objects (treatments) [46]. Depending on the application field, the “judges” can be variables, characters, and so on. Kendall’s W ranges from 0 or 0% (no agreement) to 1 or 100% (complete agreement).

There is a close relationship between Friedman’s two-way analysis of variance without replication by ranks and Kendall’s coefficient of concordance. They address hypotheses concerning the same data table and they use the same $\chi^2$ statistic for testing. They differ only in the formulation of their respective null hypothesis. Considering a sample data as a table, in Friedman’s test, the null hypothesis ($H_0$) is that there is no real difference among the N objects, which are the rows of the data table. Under $H_0$, they should have received random ranks from the various judges, so that their sums of ranks should be approximately equal. Kendall’s test focuses on the $K$ judges instead.

- **Friedman’s H0**: The $n$ objects are drawn from the same statistical population (there is no difference between the treatments).
- **Kendall’s H0**: The $k$ judges produced independent rankings of the objects (there is no correlations between the subjects).

For our evaluation, we use a subset of the survey response data. Thus, we focus on the question concerning context factors and criteria to the aim to deepen the analysis considering the different background information (gender, age, activity, possession of smartphone). In this regard, our case study resembles to one of the classic Friedman’s examples of use: “$n$ welders each use $k$ welding torches, and the ensuing welds were rated on quality. Do any of the torches produce consistently better or worse welds?” Consequently, we consider $N$ categories (subjects, lines…); each judges the most important context criteria among $K$ different factors (treatments, columns…). Which are the most important context factors (Friedman test)? Is there a concordance (i.e. a dependence) between the rankings produced by the different categories (Kendall’s $W$)?

Computations were made by an open source tool from “Anastats”¹. The tool allows to:

1. State the significance level $\alpha$ (in our case $\alpha = 5\%$)
2. Calculate the degree of freedom
   \[ nu = K - 1 \]  
   \[(1)\]
3. Calculate the critical value $q(nu, a)$ (using the $\chi^2$ distribution table²)
4. State the test statistic (i.e. decision rule) as follows:

   If $x^2 > q$, we reject Friedman’s H0 hypothesis (i.e. there is a coherence and an agreement among the categories or judges). Where $X^2$ is computed using the formula:

¹ http://www.anastats.fr/index.htm the tool can be downloaded here: http://www.anastats.fr/stats/Telechargement.htm#friedman
² http://sites.stat.psu.edu/~mga/401/Tables/Chi-square-table.pdf (for example if df (nu) = 6 and $\alpha = 5\%$ (0.05), then the risk of error = 12.59)
\[ x_j^2 = \frac{12}{NK(K+1)} \sum_{j=1}^{K} R_j^2 - 3N(K+1) \]  

2. Calculate the Kendall \( W \) coefficient of concordance

\[ W = \frac{\text{Chi}^2}{(N(K-1))} \]  

C. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the obtained results. As a reminder, we used the Friedman test and the Kendall’s \( W \) normalization of it in order to find if there are correlations between the perception and the assessment of context criteria by different demographic categories. Our aim was to find out if a possible standardization can be conceivable.

So, the tables 2, 3, 4, 5 represent, respectively, the evaluation’s data sample and results according to Gender, Age, Activity, and Possession of smartphone.

Two observations can be made from the bellow tables:

1. Since the Friedman’s \( H_0 \) is rejected in the cases “Activity” and “Age” evaluation, there is a difference between the treatments. It means that the different categories gave different appreciations to the context criteria. This observation is reversed in the case of “Gender” and “Smartphone possession”, where the Friedman’s \( H_0 \) was true (i.e. the \( n \) objects are drawn from the same statistical population). Thus, because of this rightous divergence it is better to rely on the global survey’s results in order to differentiate the appreciations of the different criteria. In other words, we can say that there is no clear correlation between the criteria as each criterion is unique, derives from different factors, and implies the consideration of different context features. Nevertheless, the fuzziness concerning the boundaries of context criteria can be overcome by inference techniques. Thereby, one modeling criteria can be abstracted, inferred, and handled (or managed) from another one. For example: Personal preferences, Social network preferences, and Results & content adoption can be used to elicit information about accuracy, time, or location.

2. However, concerning the Kendall’s evaluation, the obtained results were very encouraging. Such as the Kendall’s \( H_0 \) hypothesis can be rejected in all the performed tests. It means that there is a strong correlation (i.e. concordance) and harmony between the different subjects (categories). In other words, the different criteria were appreciated almost alike regardless of the categories in the different tests. Thus, both “Men” and “Woman” have, approximately, the same exigencies in terms of context criteria as well as the different “Age”, or “Activity” categories do have close appreciations. Moreover, the concordance between smartphone users and non-smartphone users in table 5 supports the idea that smartphones are becoming almost as powerful as laptops or desktops. So, users do have the same concerns regardless of the device they are using.

The most interesting outcome is that, given the technological advance, a prospective standardization of context models can be conceivable if we take into account the human factor (user context dimension from which, information about the other dimensions can easily be inferred). But as there are many other context factors (six in the case of IR), each context dimension should be analyzed independently in order to evaluate the feasibility of a standard model resulting from their fusion.

Table 2. Evaluation according to gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Personal preferences</th>
<th>Social network preferences</th>
<th>Results &amp; content personalization</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>35,580</td>
<td>16,830</td>
<td>20,190</td>
<td>12,260</td>
<td>2,880</td>
<td>11,540</td>
<td>0,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37,910</td>
<td>12,200</td>
<td>25,490</td>
<td>9,590</td>
<td>2,610</td>
<td>11,760</td>
<td>0,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( nu = 6, q = 12.59, x^2 = 11.79 (q &gt; x^2; Friedman’s H0 true), W = 98% (Kendall’s H0 rejected) )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Evaluation according to age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Personal preferences</th>
<th>Social network preferences</th>
<th>Results &amp; content personalization</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 18</td>
<td>48,900</td>
<td>0,440</td>
<td>0,440</td>
<td>48,900</td>
<td>0,440</td>
<td>0,440</td>
<td>0,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 – 29</td>
<td>37,280</td>
<td>11,500</td>
<td>27,530</td>
<td>8,010</td>
<td>3,140</td>
<td>12,200</td>
<td>0,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 – 49</td>
<td>40,450</td>
<td>11,990</td>
<td>22,100</td>
<td>10,490</td>
<td>1,870</td>
<td>12,360</td>
<td>0,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>46,020</td>
<td>11,360</td>
<td>22,160</td>
<td>6,250</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>0,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( nu = 6, q = 12.59, x^2 = 18.41 (q &gt; x^2; Friedman’s H0 rejected), W = 77% (Kendall’s H0 rejected) )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. CONCLUSION

Context-aware systems can, nowadays, dynamically adapt to different user situations to provide smart services and relevant information. In general, context refers to the information that can be used to characterize a given situation and context models are employed to formalize the acquisition, reasoning, and dissemination or consumption of the contextual information surrounding context-aware systems. However, context modeling and the inclusion of context in the global IR process still have some open research issues and challenges especially the lack of consensual models.

In this paper, the significance of context in the field of Information Retrieval was discussed together with the issues that might occur in search activities and their correlations. Moreover, the main contribution of this paper is a detailed study of context modeling and more precisely context modeling requirements. Thus, a categorization of these latter was proposed aiming to draw potential solutions to the outlined IR issues.

Assuming that a context model in a context-aware system has to allow the smart fusion of context information and elements before proceeding to the reasoning phase, we evaluated the appreciations of context quality criteria according to different demographic categories using the Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance. The obtained results are very encouraging, and corroborate the harmony between the judgments (appreciations) of the different demographic categories indicating that an eventual standardization of context models is possible, at least from the Human (user dimension) point of view.
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